THE VEGETABLE LEAFMINER, LIRIOMYZA SATIVAE BLANCHARD (DIPTERA: AGROMYZIDAE), IN FLORIDA
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SYNONYM: LIRIOMYZA SATIVAE Blanchard, 1938 (ARGENTINA). HOST OF HOLOTYPE, MEDICAGO SATIVA L.
LIRIOMYZA PULLATA Frick, 1952 (HAWAII). HOST OF HOLOTYPE, DATURA.
LIRIOMYZA CANONICARIS Frick, 1952 (HAWAII). HOST OF HOLOTYPE, INDIGOBERA.
LIRIOMYZA MINITIBETA Frick, 1952 (HAWAII). HOST OF HOLOTYPE, 'TOMATO'.
LIRIOMYZA MUNDA Frick, 1957 (CALIFORNIA). HOST OF HOLOTYPE, 'LYCOPERSICUM'.
LIRIOMYZA GUYTONI Freeman, 1958 (ALABAMA). HOST OF HOLOTYPE, 'BEANS'.
LIRIOMYZA PROPEPSILLA Frost, 1954 (KANSAS).


HOSTS: CROP PLANTS ATTACKED ARE MAINLY IN THE FAMILIES CUCURBITACEAE, LEGUMINOSAE, AND SOLANACEAE, AS FOLLOWS: CUCURBITACEAE: CITRULLUS VULGARIS SCHRAD. (WATERMELON), CUCUMIS MELO L. (CANTALOUPE), CUCUMIS SATIVUS L. (CUCUMBER), CUCURBITA PEPO L. (SQUASH); LEGUMINOSAE: BAJinia (ORCHID TREE), CAJANUS CASON L. (MILPIS. (PIGEON PEAP OR CAJUN), CASSIA (Senna), DESMODIUM (TICK TREFOIL), TICK CLOVER, OR BEGGER-WEED), INDIGOGENA (INDIGO), LUPINUS (LUPINE), MEDICAGO SATIVA L. (ALFALFA), MELILLOTUS ALBA DESR. (WHITE SWEET CLOVER), PHASEOLUS VULGARIS L. (LIMA BEAN), ALSO 'PINK BEAN' (CALIFORNIA), 'BLACK BEAN' (VENEZUELA), 'POLE BEAN' (GUAM), PISUM SATIVUM L. (ENGLISH PEAP OR GARDEN PEAP), TRIFOLIUM (CLOVER), VICIA (VETCH), VIGNA REPENS BAKER, VIGNA SINENSIS ENDL. (SOUTHERN PEAP OR CONPEA); SOLANACEAE: CAPSICUM ANNUUM L. (PEPPER), CESTRUM, DATURA, LYCOPERSCUM ESCULENTUM L. (TOMATO), NICOTIANA TABACUM L. (TOBACCO), PHYSALIS (GROUND-CHERRY), SOLANUM MELONGENA L. (Eggplant), SOLANUM TUBEROSUM L. (Potato), SOLANUM SPP. (NIGHT-SHADE). LESS COMMONLY ATTACKED PLANT HOSTS INCLUDE: CRUCIFERA: BRASSICA (MUSTARD, TURNIP, CAULIFLOWER, etc.), RORIPARA (YELLOW CRESS), LEPIDUM (PEPPER-WEED OR PEPPER-GRASS); MALVAEAE: ANODA, GOSSYPIUM (COTTON), HIBISCUS ESCULENTUS L. (OKRA), SIDALCEA; UMBERLIFERAE: APIUM GRAVEOLENS L. VAR. DULCE PERS. (CELERY), DAUCUS CAROTA L. VAR. SATIVA DC (CARROT), PETROSELINUM CRISPUM NV. (PARSLEY); EUPHORBIAE: RICINUS COMMUNIS L. (CASTOR-BEAN); COMPOSITE: AGERATUM (AGERATUM), ASTER (ASTER), SIBID LA (SPANISH NEEDLE), CALENDULA (CALENDULA), CHRYSANTHEMUM (CHRYSANTHEMUM), DAHLIA (Dahlia), EURAPTURUM (TUEWHORT OR BONESET), GALINSOCHA, GERBERA (GERBERA DAISY), HELIANTHUS (SUNFLOWER), LACHTICA SATIVA L. (LETUCE), LIPOCHEA, SONCHUS (SOWTHISTLE), TAYGETES (HARISSOL), VERBENA, ZINNIA (ZINNIA); CARPOHYLLACEAE: GYPSOPHILA (GYP SOPHILA); SCROPHULARIACEAE: ANTIRRHINUM (SNAPDRAGON); HYDROCYTALACEAE: HYDROCYTAL (WATER-PENNYWORT OR NAVELWORT); PLANTAGINACEAE: PLANTAGO (PLANTAIN OR RIBWORT); PASSIFLORACEAE: PASSIFLORA (PASSION-FLOWER); MORINGACEAE: MORINGA OLEIFERA LAM. DUE TO CONFUSION IN THE IDENTIFICATION OF L. SATIVAE AND CLOSELY RELATED SPECIES, SOME OTHER HOSTS WHICH HAVE BEEN RECORDED FOR L. SATIVAE NEED TO BE CONFIRMED.

IDENTIFICATION: 'VERY SMALL SPECIES, WING LENGTH FROM 1.3 MM IN MALE TO 1.65 MM IN FEMALE; FRONDS AND ALL ANTELLIN SEGMENTS BRIGHT YELLOW; ORBIS YELLOW BUT HIND MARGIN OF EYE BLACK, WITH VTE ON BLACK GROUND AND VTI AT MARGIN OF BLACK AND YELLOW; MESONOTUM BRILLIANTLY SHINING BLACK; SOLIT PLAURU LARGELY YELLOW BUT VARIABLY BLACK ON LOWER HALF; LEGS: COXAE AND FEMORA BRIGHT YELLOW, TIBIAE AND Tarsi ONLY SLIGHTLY DARKER, MORE BROWNISH' (Spencer, 1973). THE STRONGLY SHINING SURFACE OF THE DORSUM OF THE THORAX, THE LARGE YEL low FMORA, THE SHORT FINE HAIR ON THE APPICAL SEGMENT OF THE ANTENNA (Fig. 7), AND THE ENTIRELY YEL low TOP OF THE HEAD BETWEEN THE EYES (EVEN ALONG THE EYE MARGINS), AS SHOWN IN FIG. 2, USUALLY WILL SEPARATE L. SATIVAE FROM RELATED SPECIES, BUT IN A GROUP OF FLIES CONTAINING SO MANY SIMILAR SPECIES AS LIRIOMYZA THE ONLY DECISIVE CHARACTERS ARE TO BE FOUND IN PREPARATION AND EXAMINATION OF THE MALE GENITALIA BY AN EXPERT. THE ADEEUS (Fig. 8, TAKEN FROM Spencer, 1973, AGROMYZIDAE OF FLORIDA, FIG. 264-265, AS L. MUNDA) IS THE MOST DISTINCTIVE PART.
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Liriomyza sativae Blanchard. Fig. 1, adult female, lateral view; Fig. 2, adult female, dorsal view; Fig. 3, serpentine leaf mine, with fecal trail, in bean leaf; Fig. 4, stipple marks in same leaf; Fig. 5, larva inside leaf mine; Fig. 6A, puparium near terminal end of mine from which larva emerged; Fig. 6B, puparium, more enlarged; Fig. 7, lateral view of head, showing antenna with pubescent arista; Fig. 8A, male aedeagus, side view; Fig. 8B, same, ventral view.
BUT THE NORTHERN LIMIT OF ITS RANGE REMAINS TO BE ESTABLISHED, DUE IN PART TO CONFUSION ABOUT RECORDS FOR SEVERAL STATES WHICH MAY OR MAY NOT REFER TO THIS SPECIES. IT HAS BEEN RECORDED FROM VENEZUELA, ARGENTINA, AND PERU, AND FROM HAWAII, GUAM, AND TAHITI. THE LATTER RECORDS PREVIOUSLY REPRESENT RELATIVELY RECENT INTRODUCTIONS. ABSENCE OF RECORDS FROM OTHER PACIFIC ISLANDS SUGGESTS THAT THE SPECIES IS NOT GENERALLY DISTRIBUTED IN THE PACIFIC AREA.


THE LARVA FEEDS BY EXTRUDING THE SICKLE-LIKE, BLACK MANDIBLES AND RASPING AWAY THE LEAF MESOPHYLL WITH A SERIES OF SHORT, DOWNWARD MOTIONS. THE LARVA FEEDS ACTIVELY FOR APPROXIMATELY A WEEK. THEN, IT USUALLY CUTS A SEMICIRCULAR HOLE IN THE END OF ITS MINE AND EMERGES TO PUPATE. FEW HEALTHY LARVAE PUPATE INSIDE THE LEAF MINE. THE SHINY GOLDEN BROWN PUPARIUM (FIG. 6) MAY ADHERE TO THE FOLIAGE OR MAY BE FOUND IN THE UPPER SOIL MATERIAL AROUND THE HOST PLANT. IN 7-14 DAYS ADULTS EMERGE. THEY MATE AND CAN LAY FERTILE EGGS WITHIN 24 HOURS AFTER EMERGENCE. THE ENTIRE LIFE CYCLE CAN BE COMPLETED IN 21-28 DAYS, ALTHOUGH UNDER FAVORABLE CONDITIONS, DEVELOPMENT MAY BE ACCELERATED. MANY GENERATIONS CAN BE COMPLETED EACH YEAR. PEAK PEST NUMBERS GENERALLY COINCIDE WITH WARM, DRIER WEATHER AND AVAILABILITY OF HOST PLANTS.

**DAMAGE AND ECONOMIC SIGNIFICANCE:** THE VEGETABLE LEAFMINER DIRECTLY DAMAGES ITS HOST BY STIPPLING AND MINING THE LEAVES. LEAF WOUNDING CREATES HABITATS FOR INVADING BACTERIAL AND FUNGAL PLANT PATHOGENS. MINING LARVAE UNDOUBTEDLY AFFECT THE HOST'S PHOTOSYNTHETIC EFFICIENCY BY DESTROYING CHLOROPHYLL-BEARING TISSUE. HEAVILY MINED LEAVES SOMETIMES HAVE NEARLY 100% OF THEIR MESOPHYLL REMOVED. ORNAMENTAL CROPS USUALLY ARE NOT SALEABLE, SINCE THE UNSIGHTLY STIPPLING AND LEAF MINES DESTROY THE PLANTS' AESTHETIC APPEAL (POE AND SHORT, 1975). LEAF CROPS, SUCH AS LETTUCE, MAY HAVE THEIR YIELDS DRASTICALLY REDUCED BY HEAVY AGROMYZID INFESTATIONS. EFFECTS OF LARGE AGROMYZID POPULATIONS ON MARKETABLE VEGETABLE YIELDS HAVE NOT BEEN WELL DOCUMENTED.

ON TERRITORIAL PROBLEMS OF PLANT STRESS, MOISTURE LOSS, OR SUN SCALD OF FRUIT DUE TO ABSENCE OF SHADING FOLIAGE MAY OCCUR. IN HEAVILY MINED CROPS, ACCUMULATIONS OF MINEs, LARVAE, AND PUPAE MAY NECESSITATE MORE TRIMMING, CLEANING, AND CULLING BEFORE THE PRODUCE IS MARKETED. IN POTATOES, YIELD APPEARS TO BE UNAFFECTED BY LEAFMINER INFESTATIONS (WOLFENBARGER, 1954), WHEREAS IN TOMATOES, YIELDS SOMETIMES MAY BE AFFECTED (WOLFENBARGER AND WOLFENBARGER, 1966).

**POPULATION MANAGEMENT:**

A. **MONITORING INSECT NUMBERS.** LEAFMINERS MAY BE DETECTED BY SEVERAL METHODS. FREQUENT OBSERVATIONS OF SUSCEPTIBLE PLANTS WILL INDICATE THE PEST'S PRESENCE, PARTICULARLY IF STIPPLED OR MINED LEAVES ARE FOUND. ADULTS MAY BE DETECTED BY SWEEPING FOLIAGE WITH AN INSECT NET OR BY TRAPPING THEM ON 3" X 5" BRIGHT YELLOW CARDS (CUT FROM POSTER BOARD OR PAINTED CARDBOARD) STAPLED ONTO A WOODEN STAKE. THE SURFACES OF THE CARD ARE SPRAYED OR PAINTED WITH 1%TAO-TRAP OR SOME STICKY MATERIAL BEFORE PLACING THE TRAP IN THE FIELD. THE NUMBER OF ADULTS CAPTURED ON A SERIES OF CARDS AFTER 24 HOURS INDICATES THEIR RELATIVE ABUNDANCE IN THE FIELD. TRAPPING SHOULD BE REPEATED AT LEAST WEEKLY AND PEST NUMBERS RECORDED FOR FUTURE REFERENCE. THE VALUE OF THIS TECHNIQUE SHOULD BE DEMONSTRATED FOR EACH CROP AFFECTED BY LEAFMINERS. EARLY DETECTION AND MONITORING OF ADULT MINERS CAN LEAD TO IMPROVED POPULATION MANAGEMENT THROUGH PRECISION APPLICATION OF APPROPRIATE REMEDIAL MEASURES.

B. **CULTURAL CONTROL.** WHEN ORNAMENTAL AND VEGETABLE CROPS ARE NOT PRESENT IN THE FIELDS, LEAFMINER POPULATIONS SOMETIMES CAN BE FOUND ON A VARIETY OF COMMON LANDSCAPE PLANTS AND PARTICULARLY BROAD-LEAVED WEEDS. THESE PLANTS PROBABLY SERVE AS RESERVOIRS FOR PESTS INITIALLY INFESTING A NEWLY PLANTED ORNAMENTAL OR VEGETABLE FIELD. DESTRUCTION OF ALL BROAD-LEAVED WEED HOSTS, NEAR THE PLANTING AREA AT LEAST A MONTH PRIOR TO SEEDING OR TRANSPLANTING, WOULD ELIMINATE MANY POTENTIAL PESTS OR AT LEAST DELAY THEIR APPEARANCE IN THE FIELDS IF THEY MIGRATE FROM DISTANT AREAS. REMOVAL OR DESTRUCTION OF ALL CROP RESIDUES FROM THE GROWING AREA ALSO WILL HELP REDUCE THE PEST POPULATION. BURYING CROP RESIDUES IN THE SOIL WILL PREVENT EMERGENCE OF NEARLY 100% OF THE VIABLE LARVAE AND PUPAE.

SOME PLANT VARIETIES APPEAR TO BE RESISTANT TO LEAFMINER ATTACK. CELYR VARIETY #214 SEEMS TO BE HIGHLY ATTRACTIVE TO ADULT LIRIOMYZA, AND THE PLANT'S LEAVES FREQUENTLY ARE RIDDLED WITH MINES. CONVERSELY, CELYR VARIETY #16-24 IS LESS ATTRACTIVE TO ADULTS; MINES ARE FAR LESS FREQUENT, ALTHOUGH THERE IS NO EVIDENCE OF ANTIRESISTANCE. A SIMILAR EXAMPLE OF RESISTANCE CAN BE FOUND IN CHRYSANTHEMUMS WHERE VARIETY 'YELLOW ICEBERG' IS HIGHLY SUSCEPTIBLE WHEREAS 'IMPROVED RIVALRY' APPEARS RESISTANT.

C. **NATURAL MORTALITY.** SEVERAL TAXA OF PARASITIC HYMENOPTERA HAVE BEEN REARED FROM FLORIDA I. SATIVAE LARVAE AND PUPAE IN VARIOUS WILD AND CULTIVATED HOSTS. MANY OF THESE PARASITES HAVE BEEN DETERMINED TO GENUS ONLY BECAUSE SOME OF THE FLORIDA SPECIES ARE STILL UNDESCRIBED. THE IDENTIFIED HYMENOPTERA INCLUDE: BRACINIDAE: OPIUS DIMITATUS (ASHM.), OPIUS SP., LYSIPHELEUS SP.; PTEROMALIDAE: HALC SCTOPERA CIRCULUS (WALKER), HALC SCTOPERA PATELLANA (DALM.); EULOPHIDAE: ACHRYSOCHARELLA SP., ACHRYSOCHARIS SP., ACHRYSOCHARIS
D. Pesticides. Current recommendations for leaffminer population control include organophosphorus chemicals on leafy vegetables, tomatoes, and celery. Dimethoate, azinphosmethyl, parathion, diazinon, and naled have been widely used, and, although insecticide resistance has not been demonstrated in the laboratory, field populations are not adequately controlled by these materials.

Applications of chemicals for leaffminer control should provide for adequate water to completely soak all mined foliage and permit the toxicant to penetrate to the larva in its mine. With marginally effective chemicals, application of low volume sprays has resulted in the build-up of excessively large populations.

Ornamental plants and cut flower crops may be treated with granular systemic insecticides such as aldicarb, disulfoton, and phorate or sprayed with monocrotophos or oxycydeon methyl. Systemic granules, watered in thoroughly and incorporated into plant tissue, provide control of mining larvae from 3-6 weeks.

The ultimate management strategy is to use less susceptible cultivars in weed-free fields and to avoid spraying with chemicals as much as possible to allow parasitoids to biologically control the miner populations. Plants other than ornamentals usually can withstand populations in foliage in early season without loss of yield during late season. Permitting populations of parasitoids to become established during early growth and integrating other pesticides only as needed for disease or larval control will help to manage the insect populations.
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